The S wave pion deuteron scattering length is presented at NLO in the Effective Field Theory formulation of the two nucleon system with perturbative pions. At this order, this observable is determined by the iso-scalar S wave pion nucleon scattering length a + , by pion re-scattering contributions inside the deuteron and by two nucleon two pion contact interactions that involve two unknown parameters which renormalise the appearing divergences. By choosing their values accordingly and in agreement with their natural sizes predicted by the power counting, we are able to accommodate the available experimental data. However, a + cannot be determined from pion deuteron scattering directly. An ongoing experiment at PSI aiming to reduce the error bars by an order of magnitude will make it possible to pin down the size of these counter terms more accurately. We compare our findings to an approach in which pions are treated non-perturbatively.
Motivation
For want of free neutron targets, one cannot naïvely extract fundamental iso-scalar and iso-vector properties of the nucleon separately from experiment. On the other hand, of all nuclei, the deuteron comes closest to an iso-scalar target and hence appears well suited to extract nucleon and -after removing proton effects -neutron properties. Still, the analysis is not straightforward because, however small the deuteron binding energy seems, binding effects are often not negligible at low energies where properties of the static nucleon are tested. Although the impulse approximation of treating the nucleons inside the deuteron as quasi-free is bound to become better the higher the typical momentum scale of the process is, the improved resolution also necessitates a more detailed description of both the binding between and structure of the nucleons: Effects from meson exchanges and excited states are resolved at intermediate scales, and at even higher energies, the nucleons and mesons themselves dissolve into quarks and gluons.
Nonetheless, model-independent predictions and extractions at low energies can succeed because nuclear physics provides a separation of scales. This observation is a cornerstone of the Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach [1] to nuclear physics, first advocated by Weinberg [2] . Indeed, a self-consistent and controlled description of low energy meson and nucleon-meson interactions is only encountered with the dawn of Chiral Perturbation Theory (χPT) in the purely mesonic sector, and of Heavy Baryon χPT (HBχPT) [3] in the one nucleon sector. As an important application of the latter, Bernard, Kaiser and Meißner [4, 5] calculated the corrections to the Weinberg-Tomozawa current algebra theorem according to which the iso-scalar (iso-spin even) S wave pion nucleon scattering length a + := 1 2 (a π p +a π n ) is zero at leading order (LO). Their next-to-leading order (NLO) prediction has recently been refined by determining the unknown parameters in a comparison of non-zero energy πN scattering at the chiral orders Q 3 [6] and Q 4 [7] to Koch's Karlsruhe [8] , Matsinos' EM98 [9] and the VPI/GW group's SP98 [10] π is still compatible with zero and hence signals fine tuning. Another recent HBχPT analysis of pion nucleon scattering to order Q 4 attempting to connect threshold and near-threshold parameters with the low energy theorems of chiral symmetry found on the basis of [8] that a + = −0.008 m −1 π [11] . Iso-spin symmetry violations at chiral order Q 3 were also considered [12, 13] . However, for the purposes of this article, we choose to neglect them since the error bar is not improved.
On the experimental side, the best extraction of a + comes from measurements of elastic scattering and single charge exchange in pionic atoms. In contradistinction to phase shift analyses, no extrapolation to zero energy scattering is necessary, and electro-magnetic effects are considered small. Most recently, the ETHZ-Neuchâtel-PSI [14] collaboration found a + exp, πN = (−0.0022 ± 0.0043) m −1 π directly from the line shift and width change in pionic hydrogen, assuming iso-spin symmetry. This is compatible with zero and with the HBχPT result, but with smaller error bars. The ongoing experiment R-98.01 at the Paul Scherer Institute aims to reduce the error by an order of magnitude [15] .
As the pion deuteron scattering length was measured by the same method as a πd = [(−0.0261 ± 0.0005) + i(0.0063 ± 0.0007)] m −1 π [16] , it is natural to use this value to constrain a + even more. However, since -as mentioned above -the deuteron is not a purely isoscalar nucleon target, binding and especially pion re-scattering effects between the two nucleons have to be accounted for. Three phenomenology-based calculations in conventional, potential model approaches exist which combine deuteron and hydrogen data: On the one hand, Baru and Kudryatsev used multiple scattering methods and quote a value a + phen, BK = (−0.0015 ± 0.0009) m −1 π [17] . On the other hand, the number quoted in Ref. [16] based on an analysis by Landau and Thomas [18] gives a π . It is interesting to note that this newer analysis does not share a common fiducial domain with the old one, raising the question which of the error bars have been underestimated due to hidden model dependences. The situation becomes more confusing when extractions of a + from πN partial wave analyses are taken into account: Matsinos' EM98 [9] quotes (+0.0041±0.0009) m −1 π , and SP98 [10] has +0.002 m −1 π . All phenomenological and experimental values are compatible with zero and lie within the HBχPT prediction, but taking their error estimates at face value, many differ by two and more standard deviations.
This discussion is anything but academic since the value of a + is a major source of uncertainty in the extraction of the coupling constant g πN N , as emphasised by Ericson et al. [19] . With their negative value for a + , they extract g 2 πN N /(4π) = 14.17 ± 0.20 in contrast to most of the other approaches which favour g 2 πN N /(4π) ≈ 13.7 ± 0.1, see Table I in [19] . The conclusion must hence be that so far all precision extractions of a + from πd scattering suffer from hidden model dependence, and none has a well defined framework allowing for a systematic improvement and control over the theoretical uncertainty, as provided by the power counting of Effective Field Theory. On the other hand, the accuracy of the pionic atom experiments is now so high [15] that systematics in the theoretical analysis of the pion deuteron scattering length is the main source of uncertainty in dis-entangling the iso-scalar pion nucleon scattering length. At present, EFT cannot provide a more precise description of πd scattering and extraction of a + than any model. However, the accuracy of the calculation is well under control and can be improved systematically. This determination remains the ultimate goal of our investigation.
In the Effective Field Theory approach, the HBχPT result for a + can be checked against experiments using pionic deuterium only if the theory is extended to include light nuclei (Effective Nuclear Theory, ENT). In systems involving two or more nucleons, establishing a power counting is however complicated because unnaturally large scales have to be accommodated: Fine tuning is required to produce the large scattering lengths in the S wave channels (1/a
Two proposals exist to extend the power counting of the zero and one nucleon sector to the many-nucleon system. Weinberg's approach [2] , ENT (Weinberg) , sums at leading order all one pion exchange ladders in addition to the non-derivative contact interaction between two nucleons; Kaplan, Savage and Wise [20] suggested to sum only those contact interactions, and to treat pion exchange between the nucleons as perturbation (ENT(KSW)). This path is used in the present investigation. Systematically integrating out all high energy modes of the QCD Lagrangean into pion and nucleon fields and contact interactions between them could resolve which power counting has to be chosen, but such an approach is not available in the near future, so that one has to resort to experiment for a decision.
Since the fundamental difference is the way the pion is treated, it is natural to consider in each of the proposed schemes reactions with pions not only in loops, but also in the initial and/or final state. Following Weinberg's suggestion [22] who first discussed pion nucleus scattering in EFT, we choose the pion deuteron scattering length for a feasibility study on external pions in the KSW scheme. It provides a simple example, in which electro-magnetic final or initial state interactions are absent. Although the three momentum scale involved is low, pions must be kept as explicit degrees of freedom also in internal lines. We can also comment directly on similarities and differences between the two power countings, as Beane et al. [23] extracted a + from a πd to order Q 3 (NLO) in the Weinberg counting, using "realistic" deuteron wave functions. They find up to higher order corrections a π . To our knowledge, we here present the first ab initio (self-consistent) EFT calculation in a few nucleon system with pions in external lines.
Our results can be summarised as follows: Pion deuteron scattering can be described by ENT(KSW) to NLO. The calculated contributions from pion re-scattering are in good agreement with a previous result in ENT (Weinberg) derived by Beane et al. [23] . However, one cannot extract a + from a πd in this scheme because one chiral symmetry breaking counter term as well as one quark mass independent counter term contribute at NLO. The corresponding graphs are indeed needed to absorb divergences and renormalisation group dependences of the pion re-scattering graphs, i.e. to render the amplitude manifestly cut-off independent. One can estimate the strengths of these unknowns by assuming them to be of the natural size of a NLO contribution. The result for a + obtained this way is not ruled out by the experimental determination of a + from pionic hydrogen, and is favoured by those from partial wave analyses. A refined experiment to determine a + [15] and a higher order ENT calculation also at non-zero momentum are therefore interesting future tasks.
The article is organised as follows: We start by outlining the framework of the calculation: the Lagrangean (Sect. 2.1) and the KSW power counting (Sect. 2.2). In Sect. 3, the πd scattering amplitude at zero momentum and its scattering length is presented, followed by a discussion of our findings in Sect. 4, including the comparison to the EFT calculation of Beane et al. [23] . The final Section contains our conclusions. Two Appendices summarise details of the calculation and renormalisation procedure.
Formalism 2.1 The Lagrangean
We now present the terms of the most general chirally invariant Lagrangean consisting of contact interactions between non-relativistic nucleons, and between nucleons and pions, which are relevant for our NLO calculation.
The pertinent terms satisfying the QCD symmetries are in the zero and one nucleon sector (see e.g. [24] )
where N = p n is the nucleon doublet of two-component spinors, M = 938.918 MeV the iso-scalar nucleon mass, and σ (τ ) the Pauli matrices acting in spin (iso-spin) space. The field ξ describes the relativistic pion, for which we choose the sigma gauge for convenience,
D µ is the chirally covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ + V µ , and the vector and axial currents are
The pion decay constant is normalised to be f π = 130 MeV,
is the quark mass matrix, and the constant ω is chosen such that m
at the order examined here, where we use the iso-scalar value m π = 138.039 MeV for the pion mass. The coefficients c 1 , c 2 , c 3 encode high-energy physics integrated out in HBχPT and need at present to be determined by experiment. Since at the scales considered, the momenta of the nucleons are small compared to their rest mass, the nucleons are treated non-relativistically at leading order in the velocity expansion, with relativistic corrections systematically included at higher orders. Thus, the relativistic HBχPT Lagrangean is reduced to the form shown above.
The germane terms in the two nucleon Lagrangean are (see also [25] )
where P i is the projector onto the S wave of the iso-scalar-vector channel,
and one chiral symmetry breaking coefficient D 2 enters as well as two chiral symmetry respecting ones E 2 , F 2 , in addition to the chirally independent coefficients C 0 , C 2 . Clearly, such contact terms involving two nucleons contribute to any process in the NN system, as they are generated by integrating out the exchange of "high energy" quarks and gluons. As there are infinitely many such terms, it is therefore necessary to have an a priori estimate of their sizes, and this is provided by the EFT power counting.
Power Counting
Since no unnatural scales have to be accommodated in the zero and one baryon sector, the scale of all unknown coefficients is set by the UV physics integrated out, i.e. by the breakdown scale of χPT and HBχPT, Λ χPT ≃ 4πf π ≈ 1 GeV. Therefore, estimating the natural sizes of unknown coefficients in these sectors is straightforward, e.g. g A ∼ 1 and
χPT from dimensional analysis in the zero and one baryon sector of the Lagrangean (2.1)
1 . In contradistinction, the power counting of coefficients parameterising contact interactions in the two nucleon sector is complicated by unnaturally small scales. For example, the deuteron is a bound state in the 3 S 1 channel with a binding energy B = 2.2246 . . . MeV and hence a typical binding momentum γ = √ MB = 45.7066 MeV. This complicates the power counting. In passing, it cannot be overstressed that the power counting in the many body system does not replace the power countings of χPT and HBχPT, but rather supplements them. It provides an estimate of the strengths of the contributions only from the two nucleon contact terms in the Lagrangean (2.4).
In order to illustrate the philosophy of the KSW power counting, we notice first that for processes involving extremely small momenta, the pion does not enter as explicit degree of freedom, and all its effects are absorbed into the coefficients C i , so that formally m π → ∞ and g A , D 2 , E 2 , F 2 → 0 in (2.1/2.4). In this Effective Nuclear Theory with pions integrated out (ENT(π /)) [26, 27, 28] the shallow bound state is created by summing at leading order the geometric series of all the bubbles involving the π / C 0 interaction, i.e. by solving a Schrödinger equation with a contact interaction π / C 0 . The coefficients scale as
The interaction π / C 2 is a NLO perturbation.
As the breakdown scale of this theory is π / Λ N N ∼ m π due to non-analytic contributions from the pion cut, the question to be posed is: How much does the power counting of the contact terms π / C i change when the pion is included as explicit degree of freedom?
Kaplan, Savage and Wise assumed that pulling out pion effects does not affect the running of C 0 significantly, so that still
where we split for convenience each contact interaction O = n O (n) into pieces scaling as Q n , e.g.
0 into a LO piece which scales as Q −1 , and a NLO piece scaling as Q 0 . As chiral symmetry implies a derivative coupling of the pion to the nucleon at leading order, the instantaneous one pion exchange scales following HBχPT as Q 0 and is then smaller than the contact piece C
. Pion exchange and higher derivative contact terms appear hence only as perturbations at higher orders. The LO contribution in this scheme is still given by the geometric series of C 0 interactions. In contradistinction to iterative potential model approaches, each higher order contribution is inserted only once. The constants are determined e.g. by demanding the correct deuteron pole position and residue. This approach is known as the "KSW" counting scheme of ENT, ENT(KSW) [20] , and will be followed here. One convenient way to implement the scheme self-consistently and untouched by renormalisation on the level of the scattering amplitude is to use dimensional regularisation and Power Divergence Subtraction (PDS), in which not only the pole present in 4 space-time dimensions is subtracted (as in the minimal subtraction scheme), but also poles present in 3 dimensions (polynomial pieces in 4 dimensions) are removed [20] . A variety of calculations to NLO involving external currents has been performed in good agreement with experiment [21] , e.g. Compton scattering on the deuteron [29, 30] . The breakdown scale was estimated as Λ N N ≈ 300 − 600 MeV. However, the first and so far only N2LO calculation showed that the KSW power counting fails in the triplet channel of NN scattering [25] . This has been tracked down to a non-analytic term in the two pion exchange contribution to the tensor force which survives in the chiral limit. It is nearly as large as the LO contribution because its spin iso-spin coefficient 6 is sizeable compared to the expansion parameter
. In a world considerably closer to the chiral limit, the series would converge, and ENT(KSW) would be the preferable scheme. This alone makes its further exploration attractive.
If on the other hand, the power counting for π / C 0 is dramatically modified when one includes pions, both the C 0 interactions and the one pion exchange might have to be iterated. This leads to Weinberg's original suggestion [2] (ENT(Weinberg)), used in the calculation of the pion deuteron scattering length by Beane et al. [23] . In ENT(Weinberg), the deuteron binding energy changes drastically once the chiral limit is taken, while ENT(KSW) assumes that the deuteron suffers only minor, NLO changes as m π → 0. In both approaches, C 0 is assumed to contain no pionic physics and contributes at LO. But the other two nucleon two pion interactions of the Lagrangean (2.4) enter in the KSW scheme already at NLO, while they are demoted to N3LO in Weinberg power counting and are hence suppressed by two more orders of
It is thus interesting to compare predictions of both proposals to experiment and to each other. As the main difference between the two schemes is whether the pion is included as perturbation or not, the physics at short distances as described by counter terms is predicted to enter usually at lower orders in the KSW approach than in the Weinberg scheme. Another N2LO calculation in ENT(KSW) sheding more light on the convergence problem would also be useful.
Calculation
The pion deuteron scattering length a πd follows from the amplitude A πd at zero momentum,
which in turn is decomposed into a contribution in which the pion scatters off only one nucleon (Fig. 1) , and a term with two nucleon interactions (Fig. 2) ,
The first amplitude starts at LO, O(Q 2 ) after wave function renormalisation, while the second one is NLO, O(Q 3 ).
One Body Contributions
We first discuss briefly how to embed the well known HBχPT result for the iso-scalar S wave pion nucleon scattering amplitude A + into the deuteron. The one body contributions to πd scattering as shown in Fig. 1 consist of the LO and NLO iso-scalar pion nucleon amplitude A + at zero momentum (diagrams (1a) and (1b)), corrections arising from wave function renormalisation and NLO deuteron effects (diagrams (1c)). Since the latter diagrams can be absorbed into a re-definition of the deuteron source used, it is no surprise that their contribution to A πd at zero momentum cancels with the NLO wave function renormalisation of the LO amplitude. As the pion can scatter off the proton or neutron inside the deuteron, the one body amplitude is twice the physical amplitude A + only, independent of any deuteron observable. This is formally confirmed in an exemplary calculation in App. A. Relativistic effects do not enter at the order we calculate. Therefore,
with the bare quantity ∆ bare (µ) := 2 (c 2, bare (µ) + c 3, bare (µ) − 2c 1, bare (µ)). Notice that both graphs (b1) and (b2) in Fig. 1 depend on the renormalisation scale µ, as the nested integral is linearly divergent. In the MS or MS scheme usually chosen in HBχPT, the divergence is discarded (∆ bare (µ) = ∆ MS ), but it is manifest in the PDS scheme which for consistency has of course to be used also in the one nucleon part of the calculation. Therefore, the HBχPT parameters c 1 , c 2 , c 3 start to depend on the renormalisation procedure at NLO and are not observables. It is however obvious that the regulator dependence is absorbed into the NLO, O(Q) part of the combination of coefficients ∆(µ) = ∆ (0) + ∆ (1) (µ), in agreement with the power counting. The LO part, ∆ (0) , is µ independent. The value for ∆ in the MS scheme is hence easily translated into the PDS scheme as ∆ bare (µ) = ∆ MS + g 2 A µ 16πf 2 π , making the full, physical one body amplitude (3.3) explicitly µ independent.
Recently, updated values for the parameters c i have been determined in an O(Q 3 ) and O(Q 4 ) HBχPT fit to three finite energy pion nucleon scattering analyses [6, 7] . As already noted in Refs. [4, 24] , the iso-scalar S wave scattering length
can however not be determined precisely because of a numerical cancellation which may signal physics at small scales not yet understood. The HBχPT analysis predicts the range [6, 7] a 
Two Body Contributions
Processes involving deuteron correlations, Fig. 2 , enter at NLO, O(Q 3 ). The sum of the two diagrams Fig. 2 (a1) and (a2) is independent of the parametrisation of the pion field. The two pion one nucleon vertices in (b) stem from the chirally covariant form of the time derivative in the kinetic energy term for the nucleon in (2.1).
The diagrams with a pion in the intermediate state, Figs. 2 (a) and (b), contain logarithmic divergences. In order to see how they manifest themselves in a more traditional setting, consider the graphs when a deuteron wave function is used instead of the point-like source with the correct quantum numbers which is the starting point of the standard field theoretical treatment. In this case, the contributions are proportional to the expectation values of two operators [22, 23] A 2body (a) between deuteron wave functions, where q is the momentum transfer between the nucleons. Thus, the graphs seem to probe the deuteron only at momenta of the order of q ∼ m π in Fig. 2 (a) and q ∼ 0 in Fig. 2 (b) . The Fourier transformation into position space reveals however that the expectation values of the operators 1 r and e −mπ r r are probed, testing the deuteron wave function at arbitrarily short distance. Usually, the UV part of the deuteron wave function is parameterised by adding to the long range pionic potentials strong phenomenological terms mimicking short range repulsion. The deuteron wave function is thus suppressed at large momentum transfer at the price of adding some dependence on the shape and parameters of the short distance potential. Thus, the result for these amplitudes depends also on short distance physics subsumed into an arbitrary, unphysical cut-off parameter.
It is therefore no surprise that a logarithmic divergence appears in the pion exchange diagrams. The necessary integrals are tabulated in [31] , so that the bare amplitudes are
with a divergence Γ :
Therefore, the bare two pion two nucleon contact interactions Fig. 2 (c1) and (c2) entering at the same order are also necessary in order to consistently remove all regulator dependence in the total, physical two body amplitude.
They serve the same purpose as suppressing the deuteron wave function at short distance by a cut-off. As must be expected from the power counting, the combinations D 2, bare (µ) (γ−µ) and E 2, bare (µ) (γ − µ) 2 scale as Q 0 . The strengths of both two pion two nucleon contact terms cannot be predicted at the present time. Albeit the parameter D 2 is encountered as the chiral symmetry breaking contribution to NN scattering at NLO, in this process its renormalised value cannot be dis-entangled from the parameter C (0) 0 which respects chiral symmetry [25] . The strength E 2 is not fixed, either.
Nonetheless, EFT allows to estimate the natural size of the combination D 2 + E 2 after specifying a prescription to handle the divergences in three and four dimensions. Only after renormalisation is one justified to compare the sizes of the various contributions. In the PDS scheme, the theory is usually renormalised (and the power counting made manifest even before renormalisation) by choosing the renormalisation scale to be natural [20] :
With the latter choice, the divergences in 4 dimensions are removed by demanding that the pionic contribution to zero momentum scattering between two nucleons disappears, see (B.1) in App. B. Power counting and dimensional analysis dictate then that 10) where the magnitude of the dimensionless parameter is of order unity, |Z| ≈ 1, if the naturalness assumption holds. Its sign remains undetermined. However, it must be stressed that in the approach taken here, a decomposition of the physically observable πd scattering length into parts related to the pion re-scattering diagrams of Fig. 2 (a) and (b) separately is strictly speaking meaningless: None of these diagrams is renormalisation group invariant (i.e. cut-off independent) on its own, and only combinations of these diagrams with the two pion two nucleon contact diagrams of Fig. 2 (c) form observables free of divergences, i.e. independent of µ and Γ. After renormalisation performed in App. B, the scattering amplitude reads 11) and contains only one un-determined, physical parameter Λ * . This dimension-ful number parametrises the renormalisation group invariant strength of the contact interactions D 2 and E 2 between nucleons and subsumes effects from the deuteron wave function at short distances. It needs to be determined from experiment or from a microscopic calculation of NN scattering in QCD. If the power counting is correct, it must be such that the Logarithms in (3.11) are of natural size,
i.e. Λ * must be of the order of the natural low energy scale (m π or Λ QCD ) since all dependence on higher scales integrated out has disappeared with renormalisation.
Results and Discussion
With the data at hand, we cannot predict either the iso-scalar or the pion deuteron scattering length in a unique way from our calculation due to the unknown physical scale Λ * stemming from the combination D 2 + E 2 of counter terms. These unknown strengths of the two pion two nucleon couplings enter already at NLO, i.e. at the same order as pion re-scattering. In ENT(Weinberg), these diagrams are demoted by two powers of Q/Λ N N and hence should only contribute about 10% of the pion re-scattering diagrams. In order to check whether the assumption that these counter terms are of natural size in ENT(KSW) is consistent with experiment, we use as inputs the experimental value for the pion deuteron scattering length and a value for a + . Clearly, requiring self-consistency forbids to consider phenomenological extractions of a + into which a πd entered. We use as choice either the value from the pionic hydrogen experiment, a [6, 7] . Both are compatible with zero, and the HBχPT result has an error bar accommodating also the phenomenological partial wave analysis extractions [8, 9, 10] cited in the Introduction. If Λ * is not of natural size as determined by (3.12), the KSW power counting fails for this process. We find which contains a large error bar from the uncertainty in a + . The value of Λ * increases as a + increases. The Logarithms in (3.11) are indeed of order 1.
Since the one body diagrams, Fig. 1 , and the pion re-scattering contributions, Fig. 2  (a) and (b) , rely only on the HBχPT power counting, these graphs occur at NLO in both the Weinberg and KSW power counting scheme. Indeed, as discussed in Sect. 3.1, it is no surprise that the answer for the one body contributions is identical in both approaches. The difference for the pion re-scattering diagrams lies in the fact that ENT (Weinberg) calculates these graphs in first order perturbation theory, i.e. sandwiched between deuteron wave functions which contain an implicit UV cut-off, provided by the contact interaction C 0 . In contradistinction, ENT(KSW) takes arbitrary, point-like sources with the quantum numbers of the deuteron. It is therefore interesting to compare the sizes of these graphs to the results in the hybrid approach of Weinberg's power counting scheme [23] .
However, a word of caution must be added before we proceed: The deuteron wave function of the hybrid approach contains terms which are higher order in the power counting, because it is obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation with modern potentials which reproduce NN scattering with high precision. The difference to modern potentials becomes significant only when one is confronted with counter terms involving external currents which cannot be determined by NN scattering, e.g. with point-like interactions between the two nucleons and a pion field. The hybrid approach fares hence in general much better than the 3 Here and in the following, the error bars include only the large uncertainties of a + , and do neither contain the substantially smaller error from a πd , nor the relative error Q/Λ N N ≈ 1/3 which estimates the size of all two body diagrams of order Q 4 (N2LO) and higher which were not calculated.
LO deuteron wave function of the Weinberg approach which must be used in a self-consistent calculation using the Weinberg scheme. We now also consider the sizes of two renormalisation group invariant subsets constructed out of the two body scattering result (3.11): The first one is the term independent of g A . The second one is quadratic in g A , and is easily estimated to be suppressed by a factor 1/12. Its contribution is hence much weaker than expected in either power counting scheme. We reproduce the well known result that the dominant pion re-scattering contribution stems from physics unchanged by taking the chiral limit, and Λ * ≈ Λ * E 2
. Albeit the definition of Λ * depends also on g A (B.8), this polynomial separation with respect to g A is at present a good analogue to the values quoted in the Weinberg approach for the pion re-scattering contributions, Fig. 2 (a) and (b) . Although much simpler, our results for these renormalisation group invariant combinations are close to the findings of the Weinberg approach, see Table 1 . This should not be too much a surprise since it was shown above that the pion re-scattering diagrams test after renormalisation only the tail of the deuteron wave function, at momenta not larger than m π . Figure 3 depicts the dependence of the two body contributions to the πd scattering length on Λ * . We finally summarise all one and two body contributions to a πd in Table 2 for the extraction using a [14] , and in the hybrid approach based on Weinberg's power counting taken from [23] . Error bars from the uncertainty in a [14] . One may also assume that the two body counter terms D 2 and E 2 are saturated by a mechanism which the phenomenological extraction of a + from the pion deuteron scattering length by Ericson et al. [19] can capture correctly. Taking their value a + phen, ELT , we obtain Λ * ≈ 280 MeV, Z ≈ 0.8. However, such an approach violates the spirit of self-consistency at the basis of our calculation.
Conclusions
We presented a calculation of the pion deuteron scattering length in Effective Field Theory with perturbative pions. In this scheme proposed by Kaplan, Savage and Wise, knowledge of the iso-scalar pion nucleon scattering length a + does not suffice to determine a πd directly due to two unknown short distance effective interactions coupling two nucleons to two pions. Their strengths D 2 and E 2 can be subsumed into one physical unknown which we estimated in the range Λ * ∼ 270 MeV in agreement with the prediction of ENT(KSW), but with sizeable error bars.
Unfortunately, the experimental error on a + is not small enough to constrain Λ * (or D 2 + E 2 ) to a value clearly of the expected order. A more accurate measurement of a + not involving pion deuteron scattering data, as by the present PSI experiment R-98.01 [15] , will substantially reduce the uncertainty and hence can serve to clarify this point. At present, the question whether or not the counter term contributions are NLO and hence of the order predicted in the KSW scheme but larger than predicted in the Weinberg approach is therefore pending. So far, the KSW power counting seems applicable, indicating that a + can not be extracted from a πd uniquely, but that two pion two nucleon contact interactions can contribute to a πd as much as pion re-scattering diagrams traditionally considered. If the more precise measurement of the iso-scalar pion nucleon scattering length from pionic hydrogen is found to be in disagreement with the extraction from pionic deuterium [19] , or with a higher order calculation using the Weinberg power counting, this claim will be well founded.
In the light of the controversy surrounding also the value of g πN N (see e.g. [19] ), a calculation to extract and dis-entangle the combination of counter terms from pion deuteron scattering data at non-zero momentum transfer is adequate. It can also help to connect results from pion deuteron scattering at non-zero momentum transfer to pionic atom data. An extension to N2LO including iso-spin breaking effects, will improve the accuracy of our result and could determine the imaginary part of the pionic deuterium scattering length from first principles. This might clarify also the convergence issue of KSW power counting and the question whether the Weinberg or KSW scheme is closer to Nature. .
(B.
3)
The one pion exchange part involving powers of the arbitrary regularisation parameter µ comes from the contact piece of one pion exchange which generates divergences in 3 dimensions manifest in the PDS scheme. It is independent of the pion mass, i.e. unchanged by the chiral limit, and its regulator dependence can hence be absorbed into the definition of the renormalised coupling strength C in accordance with the power counting [35] . On the other hand, the four dimensional divergence Γ giving rise to the logarithmic dependence on µ is chiral symmetry breaking and hence needs to be balanced by the definition of the bare two nucleon coupling D 2, bare . D 2 is renormalised by setting
